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Enigma at the hospital

This must be the first he hasn't come to in â€“ What? ... Of course, I don't know how ... I wrote all the answers and unfortunately everybody had an alibi. So I .... While I was saying the last sentence, doctor Conners came in the room and sat down. 
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Enigma at the hospital “Ok, nice work. Bring him to the waking room number 6.” “Doctor Allen” called Mrs Watson, a nurse. “You must go to the meeting now.” “I will, thank you.” I left the operating room and I made my way to the meeting. But when I sat down, I noticed that there was nobody in front of me; Tom Dorchester was missing. « You’re looking for Tom Dorchester, aren’t you? Penelope said. I nodded. “How did you know?” “I have been expecting you to ask. I mean, he’s always been at this conference in the past. Quite a fixture. This must be the first he hasn’t come to in – What? Fifteen years? Twenty? ” “He is not here then?” “He’s dead. I’ll tell you about it, if you like. It’s an odd story. Of course, I don’t know how much you know.” “He’s dead? When?” “He died last night. Let me tell you. You remember when Tom Dorchester underwent surgery at least two years ago about his cancer?” “Of course” “Well, the disease came back and he had to undergo surgery again yesterday night.” “And what happened?” I asked. “The operation went smoothly, doctors allowed him in the waking room all night long. But in the morning, when nurses brought his breakfast, they found him dead.” “How did he die?” “We don’t know yet, a forensic pathologist is working on it. If you want to see him, he has been put in the mortuary for the day.” “Ok thanks, I will.” After the meeting, I decided to go to the mortuary to see the forensic pathologist. Tom Dorchester was laying on the working surface, he was as white as his sheet and his face expressed fear. I took photo of him. The doctor was examining him; he was doing a blood test. I came near the man and asked him if he knew how Tom died. “He died of a heart attack”, he answered me. “It occurred at half past one in the morning in the waking room number 9”. While I was walking back to the hospital, I called Tom Dorchester’s death in question. Why did he look like scared? And why did he have a heart attack if the operation went smoothly? The more I asked to me questions the more I found it strange. That is why I decided to have a word with doctor Conners. I went to his office, knocked at the door and came in. - Hi, can I see you a moment? - Sure. What’s happening? - I have just been to the mortuary, and I talked to the forensic pathologist. He said that Tom died of a heart attack. - And what’s the matter?



- I can’t believe it! Did you notice the fear on his face? When somebody dies of a heart attack it’s either due to the old age or a violent shock. I think that Tom was scared of something. - What do you want to do? Maybe he died because of his cancer and nothing else. - I don’t think so, sir. - Do you want investigate on it? Ok, do all you want if it makes you feel better. You want to know something? - Can you tell me who has performed surgery on Tom Dorchester? - Of course, wait a second… there were Doctor Jones, four nurses, Mr Brown and I. - Where did he undergo surgery? - In the room number 16, in the first building. - Thank you very much; I’ll go to the waking room number 9. - See you later.



I left his office and went to the waking room number 9. I decided to make investigations myself. I began to join together all the clues. So Tom died at half past one in the morning of a heart attack because something or somebody frightened him. It had to be somebody who worked in the hospital otherwise nurses wouldn’t let him come in. I went to the room. It was empty only two persons were replacing the room’s door. - Excuse me, but why are you carrying the door? I asked them. - Because this morning the door was locked on the inside. Doctor Conners forced the door to come in and a patient was found dead in the room and now we must replace the door. - Can you tell me if the windows were opened? - No, they were closed. - Thank you very much. During all the morning, I asked everybody where they had been the previous night, what they were doing… I wrote all the answers and unfortunately everybody had an alibi. So I had to find who had reasons to kill him. Tom Dorchester was a surgeon. He was about 40 years old and was not married. He was an odd person because he had never smiled, never laughed, never been satisfied, that’s why not many people liked him and that’s why it was very difficult to find the one who killed him.



In the afternoon, I went to Tom’s home to find clues which could help me. I opened the door with a wire. It was a dark flat; windows were closed and everything looked sad. They were no decorations, no flowers, no photos… walls were grey and naked. I began to look for signs in his bedroom. There was nothing interesting in his drawers. I didn’t find anything in his drawing room. Searching in his jacket’s pockets, I found a sheet of paper which read:



Hilton Hotel, Hertford Street, London. Room 146 21/02. 



“February, 21st was the day before yesterday.” I thought. I found nothing more in his home. As it was too late to go to the hotel, I came back home and began to write a report.



The next day, I went to the Hilton hotel. It was a charming and luxurious place. At the reception desk, the receptionist was typing something on the computer. - Hello, it’s just for information. - What can I do for you? - Can you tell me who reserved room number 146 on Sunday, February 21st? - May I ask you the reason for this question? - I am doing investigations on Tom Dorchester’s death. - Oh yeah, I have heard this on the television, he answered, flipping through his book. Room number 146 was reserved by Mr Gardor. - Are you sure? It wasn’t Mr Dorchester? - No, I’m sure of it. - I suppose that the room isn’t reserved any more. - That’s right. Do you want to reserve it? - No, thank you for your information. Bye.



“Who is Mr Gardor? I don’t know that name; I have never heard it before”, I wondered. I came back home searching a bond between all these signs. As I didn’t have the Internet I decided to call Penelope; she could perhaps help me. I picked up the phone and called her. She agreed to give me a hand and invited me to use her internet communication. I took my report which included the paper and the photo of Tom, all my clues and I left. I arrived at Penelope’s home a quarter later. I knocked at the door and Penelope opened it at the same time. I was invited to come in. - Make yourself comfortable, I’ll bring you the computer, she said going upstairs. She came a moment later with a laptop. I found many persons who were called Gardor but no one could be the one who was in the hotel. I was disappointed. - Did you find anything else? I mean another sign? She asked. - Is it true that doctor Hopkins was with you that night? - Yes, it is. He got back home with me and we spent the night together. - Do you remember what time it was when you left the hospital? - I think it was about midnight. - Did you see doctor Conners that night? - Yes I passed him on the stairs. I think he was going to his office. - Do you know which nurse looked after the waking room number 9? She typed something on her computer, a file was opened and we could see a board with a planning of the waking rooms. She printed the board and gave it to me. - Thank you very much. I will call you if I find something. Bye. At home, I looked for the nurse on the board. It was Mrs Watson. The next day, I went to the waking room number 5 and I asked her for a minute to talk. She agreed and we went to my office. I asked her who she had seen coming in the waking room, she cited names and she told me that she had noticed doctor Conners because he had come in about three times in the night.



After her departure, I had some idea on who was guilty but I didn’t know how he had done it. I remembered what the man who carried the door had said: the door was closed on the inside and all windows too. So Tom had closed the door himself and he died a few moment later. But how? He was scared when he died. I decided to go to the mortuary again. There, I asked to see the forensic pathologist who had dealt with Tom Dorchester. He came and I asked him if he could tell me which medicines he had found on Tom. He looked up for in his report and he gave me the list. While I was walking home, I read the list and I found what I was looking for. At home, I joined together all the signs and everything fit right. I wrote my report and I finished it that night.



The next morning, I sent an e-mail to every one in the hospital: A meeting is organised today at two o’clock in room number 3, everybody is invited to come. It concerns Tom Dorchester’s death. After all my interventions, I went to room number 3. I arrived with a quarter of an hour to spare but I took advantage of it to prepare my speech. The first doctors and nurses arrived ten minutes later and everybody was there at the appointed time. I noticed that doctor Conners was missing. “Ladies and gentleman, thank you for coming. You should know of course that doctor Dorchester died last Sunday night. At the mortuary, the forensic pathologist said that he died of a heart attack after surgery. For those who didn’t know, Tom underwent surgery that night because he had a cancer two years ago, and unfortunately the disease came back. I made investigations on it because I found strange that Tom was scared when he died. You know that when somebody dies of a heart attack it’s either due to old age or a violent shock. As Tom was only forty years old I dropped the first proposition. I knew he died approximately at half past one in the morning in the waking room number 9. So I decided to go to the waking room and there were two men who told me that the door and the windows were closed on the inside. So Tom had closed the door himself. While I was saying the last sentence, doctor Conners came in the room and sat down to his seat. - Then I went to Tom’s home. There, I found a sheet of paper where there was written the address of a hotel, a date and a room’s number. I went to the hotel the next day, and the receptionist told me that it was a Mr Gardor who had reserved the room that day. Later I went to Penelope Garner’s home because I haven’t got internet at home but I found nothing about this name. I asked Mrs Watson who she had seen come in the waking room that night. She said to me many names but she told me that she noticed doctor Conners because he came in about three times in the same night. Thanks to her, I had the last sign which allowed me to guess who the killer is. But, I still didn’t know how Tom died. So I came back to the mortuary. The forensic pathologist gave me the list with everything that he had found on Tom. He has found some ergotamine. It is a medicine which in small quantities controls haemorrhages and can also treats migraines. But in high level, this medicine induces hallucinations because it’s a hallucinogenic. So Tom was given a high level of ergotamine, he got frightened and died of a heart attack. - But doctor, I think you forgot something in your explanation, said doctor Hopkins.



- What’s it? - The killer himself! Who was it? - It’s someone who has the best alibi because everybody thinks that he was not at the hospital that night. It’s someone who hated him so much, that he could kill him. It was a woman, who has a twin sister called Jessica, and who used her as an alibi. I showed the photo of the twin sisters. - While Jessica was with Doctor Hopkins, the killer crept in the waking room and gave Tom a high level of ergotamine and left the hospital unnoticed. But she didn’t think that Mrs Watson would see her and neither that I would search in her drawers while she was looking for the computer. She killed him because they have split up and because he was with another woman. I showed the second photo. - So, the killer is … Penelope Garner. While I was saying her name, policemen came in the room and arrested her. She said: - You forgot something doctor Allen. Who is Mr Gardor? - It is a pseudonym. G.A.R are the third first letters of Garner and D.O.R are the third first letters of Dorchester.



This is the end of my first adventure at the hospital.
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Hospital 

Jan 16, 2004 - The above sentence read, in Baxter's Collected Poems, in Mid- ... He speaks in English, then a language I can't make ... My grandson (grumpy cute) has come, his father and my son Victor ... True. I read a book, forgetting what might or
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Hospital 

Jan 16, 2004 - now I think was my too fatty diet â€“ or the time when I wasn't having fruit etc every day? Then the lactulose stated working, and. I was starting to ...
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Uncoiling the cucumber's enigma: Researchers ... - Charles HAMEL 

Feb 7, 2013 - and grape vines allow the plants to hoist themselves up towards sunlight and ... What's strange about the cucumber tendril is that if you pull on the ends, .... appearance of design raises it's unwelcome head - posing many.
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THE ENIGMA OF WHISTLING WATER JARS 

Francisco Stasney, Colecion de la Universidad de San Marcos, donado por Jimenez. Boda. REFERENCES. Borja, A.3. 1951. Instrumentes musicales del Peru.
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UNVEILING THE ENIGMA OF THE SERRA DE ... - Anthony Lomax 

Sep 30, 2005 - JAN 31) there remains doubts about its true location. Early hypocentral/epicentral determinations and a more recent relocalization [Engdahl, ...
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4N33 - Frank's Hospital Workshop 

*Indicates JEDEC registered values. Parameter. Min. Typ. Max. Unit. Condition. Emitter. Forward Voltage. 1.25. 1.5. V. IF=50 mA. Reverse Current. 0.1. 100. ÂµA.
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Turing's Treatise on Enigma 

2 citation(s). [190] AM Turing. A study of logic and programming via turing machines. ... : classroom projects, history modules, and articles - books.google.com,.
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Enigma Variations Introduction & Allegro AWS 

V, 'RPA' reveals two sides of Matthew Arnold's son Richard, serious in conversation, but with a 'funny little nervous laugh' on woodwind. 'Pensive, and for a moment, romantic' was Elgar's description of Isabel Fitton, the subject of. Enigma Variation
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Mathematical theory of ENIGMA machine 

conventions. The early British computer con- ferences - portal.acm.org, 1989. ... ning short cribs on the us navy bombe. Cryp- tologia - Taylor & Francis, 2003.
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Enigma M3 Crack (Version 1 

by the German armies during World War II. ... The total number of possible keys for the machine Enigma M3 is 17576 x 60 x of 1,5 x ten to the power of 14 = .... The twin programs proposed here won't, most of the time, give you, a turnkey ...
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dana zemtsov enigma AWS 

A key figure in western musical life between the two world wars, the .... elements from the preceding movements merge in the fifth to evoke a ..... I would like to receive the latest Channel Classics Sampler (Choose an option) y As a free download* y
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Rapport final Ottawa Hospital 
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ICL7129 - Frank's Hospital Workshop 

The Harris ICL7129 is a very high performance 41/2-digit analog-to-digital converter that directly drives a multiplexed liquid crystal display. This single chip ...
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CA3086 - Frank's Hospital Workshop 

However, they also provide the very significant inherent advantages unique to integrated circuits, ... The following ratings apply for each transistor in the device:.
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healthy - Bumrungrad International Hospital 

PDG et Directeur MÃ©dical Directeur MÃ©dical International ... des installations modernes et de la technologie, d'un accÃ¨s facile et Ã  faible coÃ»t, en a fait la ...
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ICL7129 - Frank's Hospital Workshop 

11. 12 13 14 15 16 17. OSC 3. NC. NC. ANNUNCE. B1, C1, CONT. A. 1. , G. 1. , D. 1. F. 1. , E. 1. , DP. 1. B. 2. , C. 2. , LO BA. T. A. 2. , G. 2. , D. 2. F. 2. , E. 2. , DP.
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At the sports club 

The coach is explaining the rules of the basketball club to his players. They have to follow them if they want to become good players and win the next local ...
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Tea at The Adol 

ham & gruyère seasonal preserves english double cream. Moonlight Beauty Pu-ehr. Tea Cakes & Sweets vanilla cream puffs macarons opera cake madeleines.
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Canadians at the Centre 

london, england. Director. Tim Supple is a ...... her son's acceptance to the Royal Ballet School in London, England ...... Cartier Place Suite Hotel. Cassels, Brock ...
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Mathematical theory of ENIGMA machine 

It should be noted that Froe manages the analysis of ... though conventional wisdom states that this ..... Alan turing-father of modern com- .... probably -, 1941.
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Showdown at the Hoedown 

Charles RESKIN (*1946) for 2 trumpets in C or Bb and piano (2016 - 13'). Affectionately dedicated to the Romm family - Ronald, Avis and Aaron. Showdown at ...
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SCHEDULED AT THE ZAC 

La Ligne d'horizon. CENTQUATRE ... 11h. Energy Transition towards Sobriety, Efficiency and Renewable Energy: Is It. Possible, Will It Be .... Climate Justice and the Road Through Paris. Earth in brackets ..... Métro : Père Lachaise / Voltaire.
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